
Financial impacts and disclosures 
for investment management (IM)

The current landscape 
There is limited precedent into how COVID-19 will impact the financial markets. Drawing on experience with past major events, 
including the credit crisis, it is important to be prepared for related financial results, volatility, and associated messaging to 
stakeholders as well as the impact of emergency regulatory action and related disclosures.

Impacts will likely be felt across the reporting landscape

Financials

Market volatility and loss 
emergence will drive both risk and 
financial statement impacts that  
IM organizations should plan for 
and analyze

Disclosures

Financial statement users will 
expect IM organizations to provide 
additional insight into COVID-19 
impacts on their business and 
investment portfolios 

MD&A

Analysts will look for interest rate 
and credit risk sensitivity insights, 
both short- and medium-term 
outlooks for capital position, and 
clarity around significant estimates, 
scenarios, and assumptions

Controls

Virtual environments pose 
complications for the performance 
of SOX controls; new or 
compensating controls or process 
adjustments may be needed 

COVID-19 financial impacts and IM areas of focus

Focus area/ 
challenge

F/S  
Risk 

P&L
Impact

B/S 
Impact Considerations and response

Revenue • Capture any new fee waivers granted, assess fee impacts from assets under management (AUM) fluctuations, and portfolio  
company valuations

Valuation

• Revisit valuation/pricing processes, considering market volatility, and loss emergence driving complexities in impairment and 
valuation considerations

• Oversight of net asset value (NAV) strike due to market volatility, which is driving significant increases in price verification activities 
• Review Level II and Level III valuations for significant inputs, to update disclosure, and potential changes in level classification as of the 

balance sheet date

Goodwill  
impairment

• Evaluate whether the potential economic downturn (both in market and macroeconomic terms) constitutes a “triggering event” requiring a 
detailed assessment

• Considerations in performing Step 0 qualitative or Step 1 quantitative impairment tests given uncertainty of situation but significant impact 
on market capitalization

CECL
• Refresh economic scenarios for current market conditions and potential prolonged economic recession; consider if use of extreme 

economic scenarios would yield reasonable results (in light of interest rate impact masking credit concerns)
• Evaluate troubled debt restructuring (TDR) or purchased credit impaired (PCI) implications of new fixed income acquisitions

VIEs and 
equity method 
investments

• Reconsider existing variable interest entity (VIE) conclusions for any control/power implications in response to counterparties becoming 
insolvent or having liquidity constraints 

• Expect delays in receiving third-party financial information in reporting exposure to loss for non-consolidated VIEs, especially those of 
smaller funds

• Reassess ability to exercise significant influence over existing equity method investees given uncertainty and risk of financial distress

Hedging
• Revisit accounting hedging relationships that were previously concluded to be “perfectly effective” given interest rate volatility (including 

impact on choose-your-rate debt), level of liquidity in the market, and impact on issuance of forecasted debt
• Anticipate counterparty downgrades in hedge effectiveness reassessments (e.g., credit spreads, ratings, financial health, recent 

downgrades, liquidity)

Service provider 
oversight

• Reinvigorate oversight of critical service providers (e.g., administrators, brokers, custodians, transfer agents), understand service provider 
impact from COVID-19

Liquidity
• Analyze liquidity classifications for form N-PORT given market volatility
• Perform firm liquidity projections, stress analysis, and scenario planning 
• Analyze debt covenants and compliance; develop mitigation and communication plan

SEC filing deadline relief and other relief

On March 17, 2020, the SEC emphasized that Question VI.9 of the SEC Staff FAQs on the Custody Rule provides relief for advisers of pooled 
investment vehicles that rely on SEC Rule 206(4)-2(b)(4) (Custody Rule) and fail to distribute the pool’s audited financial statements within the 
120-day deadline under certain unforeseeable circumstances. 

On March 20, 2020, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) announced that the Division of Swap Dealer and Intermediary Oversight (DSIO) 
is providing relief from enforcement action against Commodity Pool Operators regulated by the CTFC for failure to comply with certain reporting 
requirements and deadlines for reports due on or before April 30, 2020.

On March 25, 2020, the SEC issued an order that gives public companies an additional 45 days to file certain disclosure reports that would 
otherwise have been due between March 1 and July 1, 2020, if specified conditions are met. 

To use the relief allowed by the order, a registrant must file a current report on Form 8-K (or Form 6-K, as applicable) that discusses, among other things, 
(1) Why the issuer is “unable to meet a filing deadline due to circumstances related to COVID-19,” (2) the estimated date by which the related filing will be 
made, and (3) if appropriate and material, a risk factor describing the impact of COVID-19 on the registrant’s business. 

On March 25, 2020, the SEC announced regulatory relief to certain investment companies and investment advisors whose operations may be affected by 
COVID-19, with additional time to meet certain filing and delivery requirements. In general, filings covered by the relief include those with original 
due dates on or after March 13, 2020, but on or before June 30, 2020. Entities must notify SEC staff and/or investors of the intent to rely on the reliefs  
offered above. 

On April 8, 2020, the SEC announced conditional temporary relief for business development companies (BDCs) to issue/sell senior securities and to 
participate in certain joint arrangements in order for BDCs to provide additional capital support to portfolio companies.

Deloitte will continue to monitor any further announcements by regulatory bodies and update our publications accordingly.

Legend:             Low         Moderate         High

https://www.sec.gov/divisions/investment/custody_faq_030510.htm
https://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/8136-20
https://www.sec.gov/rules/exorders/2020/34-88465.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/other/2020/ic-33824.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/other/2020/ia-5469.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/exorders/2020/ic-33837.pdf


Virtual 
close

Closing the books at a distance…  
Financial resilience during a crisis
The current reality

As shock waves propagate through today’s business environment our workforce is adapting to social distancing and government orders to 
stay at home. Accounting and finance professionals will strive to be productive in this environment, recognizing that management’s need 
to understand financial impact and financial reporting requirements remain in place to support the integrity of our markets. “Closing the 
books at a distance” offers recommendations and support for finance leaders during this crisis.

Resilient leaders take deliberate actions

Deloitte resiliency insights

Framing your response

RESPOND EXECUTE

Organize
Requirements, capacity,     
and risks

Prepare
Resourcing, accessibility,   
and controls

Monitor
Activity tracking, controls 
and accounting impact

Deliver
Collaboration, support 
desk, and reporting/filings

Organize  |  Identify and assess
 • Inventory and prioritize close requirements
 • Evaluate access, resource requirements, and capacity
 • Identify and assess risks to the close

Deliver  |  Mobilize and execute
 • Launch execution of virtual close playbook
 • Mobilize cross-functional team 
 • Drive issue resolution through support desk

Prepare  |  Plan and communicate
 • Develop virtual close playbook and risk mitigation strategy
 • Prepare and communicate virtual close resource plan and RACI
 • Conduct systems access and internal control preparedness

Monitor  |  Govern and comply
 • Monitor completion of playbook tasks
 • Monitor controls and variances on ongoing basis
 • Monitor and address COVID-19 accounting impacts

RESPOND 
Organize and prepare

EXECUTE 
Collaborate and govern

• Stand up Virtual Command Center and leadership
• Establish collaboration portal and user access (MS Teams, SharePoint, etc.)
• Baseline resource requirements / effort to complete close
• Execute manager survey soliciting work impact for all staff
• Determine resource gaps and develop alternative resourcing plans
• Establish shifts / working hours based on staff locations and preferences
• Assign resources to activities on Virtual Close Schedule (RACI)

• Activate Virtual Command Center with shifts covering staff working hours
• Utilize communication channels (e.g. posts, chat, notes) via  

collaboration portal
• Launch activity completion in Virtual Close Schedule
• Monitor close activities, progress and controls via Virtual Command Center
• Daily check-ins with managers to evaluate morale and provide support

• Work with InfoSec to determine service center’s ability to perform secure work remotely
• Confirm permissions to finance systems and provide Collaboration Portal 
• Roll out home equipment request process and guidelines to enable staff 

productivity
• Develop onboarding procedures for alternative staffing / 3rd party personnel
• Validate VPN capacity, provisioning and relevant procedures aligned to IT policies
• Develop / launch Virtual Close Schedule, accessible remotely by all staff
• Communicate Technical Support Desk protocols, time zones, expected  

response times

• Technical Support Desk activated and providing issue resolution
• Home equipment provisioned, as deemed appropriate
• Alternative staff onboarding procedures activated
• Monitor VPN performance, remote connectivity and response times
• Virtual Close Schedule maintained, with updates available to all staff in  

real time
• Collaboration tools enable issue resolution through execution of  

defined protocols

• Rebaseline and reprioritize virtual close tasks/critical path
• Develop Virtual Close Playbook governing process execution and controls
• Develop requirements for hard close (Q and YE) versus soft close
• Risk-rank financial statement line items, journal entries, accruals, and reconciliations
• Determine required control procedure modifications for high and medium  

risk accounts
• Evaluate accounting impacts related to current crisis / market events
• Determine impacts from critical 3rd party vendors (data, services, etc.)

• Leadership shares expectations to set tone for the virtual close 
• Communicate revised Virtual Close Schedule with all departments
• Distribute and monitor execution against Virtual Close Playbook 
• Communicate and align around implications of hard versus soft close
• Execute modified control procedures for high and medium risk accounts
• Monitor and communicate material impacts to statements and disclosures

PRIORITIES

Governance & 
compliance

Delivery 
model

Technology 
cnablement
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COVID-19: ACCOUNTING & REPORTING 
IMPLICATIONS OF THE OUTBREAK
What: Special Edition Financial Reporting 
Dbrief Webcast
When: Monday, March 30th at 11:00 AM ET
How: Click here to register
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CONTROLLERSHIP’S MEASURED RESPONSE 
TO A CRISIS
What: Special Edition Controllership 
Perspectives Dbrief Webcast
When: Friday, April 3rd at 11:00 AM ET
How: Click here to register
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For further clarification on services & next steps to 
consider, please visit:

Placeholders for 
resiliency and 
eminence materials

Kyle Cheney
kcheney@deloitte.com

David Perlmutter 
dperlmutter@deloitte.com

Tom Toppen
ttoppen@deloitte.com

Deloitte Controllership

Timeframe
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Financial impacts and disclosures for investment management (IM)

Thinking through disclosures and messaging

Internal control considerations
With the potential for additional disclosures, there may be new or adjusted quantitative calculations and data required to support those disclosures. Entities 
will need to ensure that they have properly designed and implemented controls related to the selection and application of GAAP for the accounting and disclosure issues. 
As such, companies should be proactive in assessing controls that will need to be designed and implemented over any newly key end-user controls (EUCs), key reports, or 
business processes. Further, as risk assessments are being performed and reviewed, the impact of COVID-19 should be considered as a factor when determining 
internal controls over financial reporting (ICFR) risk in financial statement lines and business processes where the market and macroeconomic impacts are most felt.

Issuers are reminded that any changes in internal controls that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, entities’ ICFR must  
be disclosed in Item 4 of Form 10-Q (or the equivalent).

Deloitte support
As your organization responds to the impacts stemming from COVID-19, Deloitte stands ready to help you tackle your most complex strategic, financial, and operational issues. 
A sample of areas in which we can assist include: 

Accounting, finance  
reporting BAU support
• Program management and communications

• General accounting (US GAAP, IFRS, local)

• External financial reporting

• Management reporting

• Regulatory reporting

• Valuation 

Virtual close  
risk management
• Virtual close risk assessment

• Real-time monitoring

• Close resource support

• Issue identification, triage, and resolution

• Regulatory affairs monitoring and response

• Data security and infrastructure

Governance, risk,  
and control

• Risk assessments, including emerging cyber and 
fraud risks 

• Emerging risks control review 

• Audit readiness support 

• Refresh policies, procedures, and controls to 
reflect evolving environment 

Deloitte insight

Contacts

Accounting, disclosure, 
and internal control 
considerations related to 
coronavirus disease 2019

COVID-19 and the 
investment  
management industry

The heart of resilient 
leadership: Responding 
to COVID-19

A guide for senior executives

Jade Shopp
Partner
Deloitte & Touche LLP
jademshopp@deloitte.com

Mojgan Vakili
Partner 
Deloitte & Touche LLP 
mvakili@deloitte.com

COVID-19-specific disclosures
• Communicate with Investor Relations and industry groups to identify 

most pertinent information for disclosure. Portfolio composition, 
AUM, changes in net assets, investor redemption activity, and 
financing agreements/debt covenants are candidates for enhanced 
disclosure

• Assess need to update these disclosures in subsequent event 
footnote based on investor behavior and market events

• Impact on overall capital and liquidity position and outlook

Financial instruments
• Consider providing additional insight into asset valuation, 

portfolio strategy, and impact from pricing volatility
• Assumptions about risk inherent in inputs or valuation 

techniques (unobservable inputs) from private companies 
• Some typical Level II assets may now require significant 

Level III inputs resulting from lack of observable inputs from 
decreased market activity 

MD&A and risk factors
• Assess whether economic and market conditions or potential pricing 

exposure is such that a risk factor needs to be added concerning 
COVID-19

• Assess a fund’s ability to continue as a going concern (e.g., highly 
leveraged funds whose portfolios become highly illiquid and/or 
unable to meet its obligations)

• Consider debt covenant triggers, ability to meet obligations, and 
other liquidity or capital requirements

• Consider tailoring MD&A to discuss trends or uncertainties that may 
have an impact on indicators of financial health 

Investor guidance
• Consider potential impacts on forecasts/guidance and provide 

updates to investors as needed to manage expectations
• For analyst calls, perform sensitivity analysis around economic 

factors (interest rates, portfolio returns, etc.) and be prepared 
to clearly communicate potential exposure

• Communicate strategy to refresh investment decision 
processes timely in response to rapid market movement

COVID-19-specific  
disclosures

Investor 
guidance

Financial  
instruments

MD&A and  
risk factors

Crystal Andersen
Partner 
Deloitte & Touche LLP 
crandersen@deloitte.com
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